
 

 

A.I.1 

 

The project A.I., Artisanal Intelligence, italian artists and artisans, from an idea by Clara Tosi 

Pamphili, celebrate the italian craftmanship linking Art and Fashion 

A.I.1 Fashion Atelier it is a real  “Fuori Altaroma” (out of the classical locations), a route 

organized by Alessio de'Navasques,  concerning some exciting and unusual locations in Rome. 

On July 12th  , 6 to 12 p.m., fashion artisans/designers will present their installation in some 

famous artist ateliers.  

Testaccio 

 

The 20's studio of the sculptor Publio Morbiducci displays the exhibition “Afganistan: ikat and 

embroideries” by Elizabeth the First (Dora Giannetti and Silvio Viarengo griffe): the ikat story 

as a workshop from research to collection. In the same location Zolayka Sherzad, a fashion 

designer from Kabul, presents her Zarif Design collection, the new look of the antique afghan 

textile tradition. 

Studio Morbiducci via G.B.Bodoni, 83. 

San Lorenzo 

 

Cerere, the old pasta factory, will host in Ottavio Celestini studio the presentation of the publishing project 

“A.I.1” with the photo show by Federico Ciamei, who portrayed the new roman artisans/designers while 

Eva Meucci edited their information files.  

Ileana Florescu, photographer, hostes in her studio Myriam B.: stoles, capes, evanescent and 

sculptural jewels made by “aspecific” paillettes originating unusual geometries and volumes. 

Pino Casagrande gallery displays the Glix origami cloth collection  by Paola Monorchio, from 

Milan, inspired by plane geometry she blends the artisanal making with a modern and 

essential aesthetics.  

Pastifico Cerere via degli Ausoni,3-7 

  

 



Trastevere 

 

Sandro Chia will open his studio at the Botanical Garden and host Selene Giorgi collection: cloth 

with multiple cuts, made with extremely precious textiles, handcrafted as in the past, with a 

sculptural concept far from the seasonal fashion. 

Ottavio Fabbri hostes the Edocity collection and makes a painting action, illuminating of cosmic 

ligth the essential and mutable clothes by Alessandra Giannetti, giving the emotional experience 

of the universe vasteness. 

Largo Cristina di Svezia, 17 

Alessandro Rossellini presents, at Pietro Galletti photo studio,  “Germinazioni”,  a photo work  in 

cooperation with Accademia del Costume e della Moda. 

Via dei Riari , 48 

 

Monti 

 

Artisanal ateliers of the district, with installation and presentations,  will be open till 12 p.m.  
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